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Solutions ArchitectLondon Salary £100,000Elevate your career by joining a distinguished

specialist insurance solution provider, recognised for its innovative approach and

commitment to excellence. This esteemed organisation is actively seeking a seasoned

Solutions Architect to lead the charge in harmonising business integrations and enhancing

the efficiency of IT infrastructure.As the Solutions Architect, your role will be pivotal in managing

the seamless integration of newly acquired businesses, ensuring that the IT infrastructure

aligns with the overarching strategic vision. Your expertise will not only drive integration

processes but also optimise them, positioning you as a key player in the company's

continued success.Candidates with a robust background in solutions architecture within the

insurance sector are invited to apply. Your experience will have equipped you with a

comprehensive understanding of architecture frameworks, design patterns, and industry best

practices. A bachelor's or master's degree in Computer Science or a related field will

underpin your technical prowess.The role demands a polyglot individual—someone who is

well-versed in multiple technology platforms and programming languages. Your familiarity with

Azure, AWS, and GCP, ideally supported by relevant certifications, will be invaluable. You

will have a proven track record of collaborating with cross-functional teams and the ability to

articulate complex technical concepts to a diverse audience.Your strong project management

skills will be essential, as will your experience with Agile, Scrum, and Kanban methodologies.

These competencies will empower you to navigate the dynamic landscape of business

integrations with agility and precision.In return for your dedication and expertise, you will be

rewarded with a competitive remuneration package, a collaborative working environment,
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and the chance to make a tangible impact on the company's future. This role is not just a

job; it is a platform for professional growth, allowing you to leave your mark on a forward-

thinking organisation.To embark on this exciting journey, submit your application, and take

the first step towards a fulfilling and challenging role that recognises and values your unique

contributions to the field of insurance solutions architecture.

Apply Now
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